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Wins Bi
State

Incumbents Ousted
by Dave Galchutt

Republicans swept both of Minnesota's Senate seats, the Governorship, the First District Congressional seat, and many state legislative seats.
Besides the First District contest,
the I-R party got the big prizes:
David Durenberger won handily
over Bob Short, Rudy Boschwitz
snared the other Senate seat held
by Wendell Anderson, and Congressman Al Quie won the Governorship in a stunning upset over
incumbent Rudy Perpich.
If the voters were generally
turned-off by incumbents' promises,
this aided the I-R candidates'
efforts. It is considered their
greatest victory in thirty years, and
a blow to both President Carter and
Vice-President Mondale, who campaigned heavily for the DFL.
Carter made an unprecedented
two stops, while Mondale stumped
for Anderson across the state,

including a trip to WSU. Mondale's
old Senate seat, and the Humphrey
seat were captured by Boschwitz
and Durenberger.
Durenberger, who campaigned
against Quie for the Republican
endorsement for Governor, was
considered at one time a political
darkhorse by analysts. The 44-yearold Minneapolis lawyer and former
aide to past Governor LeVander,
was aided by a DFL party split
when his opponent, Bob Short
defeated Congressman Don Fraser
in a bitter primary fight.
Boschwitz appeared confident,
saying it would be a close election,
but he would win. His prediction
became true.
The Governor's race was tighter,
but Dan Rather from CBS hinted
that returns from key precincts in
the metro area indicated Quie would
win. The loss by Perpich stunned
most people who had expected the
DFL'er to hold onto his seat. A
copyrighted Minneapolis Tribune

poll published last Monday, showed
two out of three persons interviewed thought Perpich would win.
Besides the three big races which
attracted national attention, the I-R
party claimed victory in 66 state
house races, taking away 18 seats
from the DFL, according to the
Associated Press. Two contests are
extremely close where DFL incumbents lost by less than 15 votes
in unofficial returns. A re-count is
mandatory whenever the margin is
less than 100 votes.
This evens up the state house
line-up to 66 seats held by the DFL,
and an identical amount by the I-R,
if the two re-counts hold up. This,
along with Quie as Governor, gives
the party a stronger voice • in
re-districting of the legislature,
which will occur in 1980 after the
federal census.
Warren "Tom" Stowell, the I-R
candidate for House Seat 34A,
whose district include the rest of
Winona County beat Dick Lemke, a

four term incumbent.
There was no change in the
line-up of the state's Congressional
delegation to Washington. There
will be two new faces, as Erdahl
takes over Quie's old seat, and
Martin Olav Sabo assumes the
vacated Fraser seat.
The two incumbents on the State
Supreme Court retained their posts.
C. Donald Peterson was re-elected
handily over gay rights activist and
former University of Minnesota
student president Jack Baker.

Rosalie Wahl became the first
woman elected to the high court,
defeating Robert W. Mattson Sr.
Wahl was appointed last year by
Governor Perpich and her victory
was considered crucial by feminist
groups._
Mattson's son, Robert Jr., was
defeated by I-R candidate and state
legislator Arne Carlson from Minneapolis. Mattson, a maverick
DFL'er, was not endorsed by the
party, while Carlson was the first
Republican ever endorsed by the
AFL-CIO.

Local
by Dave Galchutt
Winona County returns from last
Tuesday's general election paralleled statewide vote totals, with
Independent-Republicans the big
winners.
The only victors for the DFL
were Warren Spannus, Attorney
General; Jim Lord, State Treasurer; Tom Stoa, House 34-B; and
Joan Growe, Secretary of State.
Growe, who lost in Winona, won
statewide.
Stoa, in his race against I-R
candidate Carleton Fish carried
every precinct in the city, and
chalked up a 62.9 per cent of the
vote.
Locally, the two incumbents on
the Winona County board were

replaced in the Second and Fourth
Districts. Both districts encompass
the cities of Winona, Goodview, and
Winona township.

Del Williams in the County Recorder's race, while Catherine (Kalmes)
Sherwood beat Bob Althoff in a
closer race for County ,Auditor.

Likewise, Lee Luebbe, 4th District candidate for the County
Board, won convincingly over incumbent Robert Steffes; and became the second woman elected to
the Winona County Board.

Both Bambenek and Sherwood
benefited from their experience and
name recognition. Sherwood barely
lost to Althoff in the city of Winona,
but carried the rural areas, to
provide her victory.

In the other County Board race,
Charles Smith defeated LeoBorkowski in the 2nd District, by
about a 55%-45% margin. Both
candidates urged more open county
government, and the Luebbe-Smith
election, along with board member
Lorraine Cieminski, could change
the voting line-up on the five-member board.

Teresa Curbow collected the most
votes as one of the four unopposed
county officials. She was re-elected
treasurer. The others elected were:
Julius Gernes, County Attorney;
Bruce Stanton, Sheriff; and Dennis
Challeen, County Judge.

Bob Bambenek won handily over

In one other contested race, Jim
Mork defeated Gerald Swanson for
District Judge. The judge's race
covered an 11 county area in

Women in Business
Women in Business, a new course
to be offered winter quarter, will
explore the potentials and special
problems of women in business
organizations. Although women's
roles are changing in contemporary
society and more women than ever
before are aspiring to leadership
positions, how available are the real
leadership positions to women? Are
there significant social, psychological, and organizational barriers to
women in management?

The focus of this course is an
examination of a "woman's place" in
the executive operations of organizations. Clues as to what that place
is will be furnished partially
through different role models of
successful women in management
positions. They will help to answer
such questions as: What kinds of
attitudes, values, and beliefs do
women hold about themselves and
their work-related roles? What
kinds of sex-based conflicts occur

among women managers, men
managers, and subordinates? Can
men and women develop _androgynous management styles?
Basic strategies for bringing
women into management to be
covered include the mentor system,
modification of employee search
procedures, job design, and specific
recommendations for improved perSee Women page 2

Southern Minnesota, and Winona
County voters followed the other
counties by supporting Mork.
DFL'ers, expecially Sikorski and
Anderson, had counted on a heavy
student vote turn-out to aid their
campaigns. Sikorski had waged a
strong campaign in Winona, trying
to capitalize on the Polish vote as
well, but overall only gained about
1,000 some votes over his opponent
city-wide.
Erdahl was supported and endorsed by Quie, who contributed at
least $2000 to his campaign. Former
President Ford (Erdahl had once
interned under Ford) and Ronald
Reagan appeared with Erdahl
during the campaign.
The year of the "Republican
Resurgence" was evident in this
off-year election, and may have been
aided by a heavy voter turn-out. In
Winona County, 1,796 more people
voted this year than the off-year

election in 1974, according to the
Winona Daily News.
Secretary of State Growe had
predicted a voter turn-out of 63%.
Totals from the 4th precinct of the
2nd Ward from the City of Winona,
where most WSU dorm students
voted, were among the latest to be
reported from the courthouse.
Even in the above mentioned
precinct, the same trend favoring
Republicans was evident: Durenberger beat Short by 314 votes,
Boschwitz over Anderson by 120
votes, and Quie defeating Perpich,
also by 120 votes. In the other big
race, Sikorski was the only DFL'er
besides Spannus, Lord and Stoa, to
carry the precinct, winning over
Erdahl by some 200 votes.
Precincts two and four in the
First Ward, where CST and, SMC
dorm students reside, indicated the
same .trend.

INSIDE
Arts Pages 6-8
Fad Sweeps Campuses 9
Sports 1 0-1 1
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Vet News
by Ron Schuhs
Vets, if you are having problems
with a course, now would be a good
time to talk it over with your
instructor(s). The VA requires a
veteran to make satisfactory progress each quarter to continue to
receive benefits. If you talk to an
instructor, or arrange to take an
incomplete, to prevent receiving a
failing grade, do so, but if you take
an incomplete, Make It Up!!!!
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Q. Does the Veterans Administration require a down payment on a
VA home loan?
A. Not necessarily. There is no
VA requirement for a down
payment if the purchase price or
cost does not exceed the reasonable
value of the property. However, the

lender may require a down payment.
Q. I am currently entitled to
CHAMPVA benefits, but I will
reach age 65 next month. How will
this affect my CHAMPVA benefits?

A. Persons eligible to receive
Social Security Medicare benefits at
age 65 will lose their entitlement to
CHAMPVA benefits.
Q. I am a veteran attending school
under the GI Bill and am applying
for a Veterans Administration
pension. Do I report my VA
educational assistance as income on
my pension application?
A. Yes. VA educational assistance
is considered income for pension
benefits. You may deduct tuition,
fees and related educational expenses from the amount of educational assistance received.

CAMPUS SHORTS
WINONA, MN — A two-credit
continuing education course, "Present Day Life in Poland," will be
offered Monday evenings from 7 to 9
p.m. December 4 through February
26 at Winona State University.

and communicate more easily in
Poland but will also have a deeper
insight into many aspects of
American life as a result of
comparing these two different
worlds of experience.

This course is an introduction to
the culture, society, and language of
contemporary Poland. Its goal is to
deepen the student's perception and
understanding of modern Polish life
by guiding him through the manyfaceted realities that greet the
foreign visitor.

For more information write or call
the Continuing Education Office at
the University (Room 112, Somsen
Hall). Phone: (507)457-2068.

A variety of materials will be
used to achieve this goal: lectures,
language drills, cassette recordings,
records, magazine articles, and
classroom discussions. After completing this course, the student will
not only find himself able to function

WINTER QUARTER
ROCHESTER CAR POOLS
Any student interested in organizing car pools from Rochester to
Winona for Winter Quarter should
contact Randy Stayer at 288-9034
this Sunday, November 19th. Call if
you have openings in your pool or if
you need an opening, we will try to
fit you into a pool.

CLEP Examination — $20.00 FEE PER TEST. NOVEMBER 29 and 30,

8:45-12:00 noon and 12:45-4:00 P.M., ROOMS E, F, G, OF KRYZSKO
COMMONS. MUST PRE-REGISTER IN THE STUDENT COUNSELING CENTER, 132 GILDEMEISTER HALL.
ACT Examination — $5.00 FEE. NOVEMBER 21, 1978, 1:00-4:00 P.M.,
ROOMS C & D OF KRYZSKO COMMONS. MUST PRE-REGISTER
IN THE STUDENT COUNSELING CENTER, 132 GILDEMEISTER
HALL.

The leathery skin of a snail's foot is so tough it can climb
over the edge of a razor blade without injury.

Coupon

ALL USED ALBUMS

GED Examination — NO FEE. NOVEMBER 29 and 30, 9:00-12:00 NOON
AND 1:00-4:00 P.M., ROOMS E, F, G, OF KRYZSKO COMMONS.
MUST PRE-REGISTER IN THE STUDENT COUNSELING
CENTER, 132 GILDEMEISTER HALL.

Women

Continued from page 1
sonnel practices. Legal issues will
be dealt with in such areas as
discriminatory employment practices, legal job interviews, and job
requirements.
Men and women managers as
guest lecturers will add their points
of view and experiences to the
course content. The element of
experience will also be furnished by
executive reports on the successes
and failures that ten major corporations have had in moving women
into "male" jobs.
Women in Business is designed
for both men and women interested
in three basic issues: To what
extent are organizations re-examining the traditional values, attitudes, and stereotypes affecting
their use of manpower and womanpower?
Power? To what extent are managerial decisions based on common
beliefs or myths about the differences in the skills, abilities, and
emotional characteristics of men
and women? To what extent does or
can equality of opportunity exist for
women in organizations of all kinds?
For additional course information
call Dr. Shirley Eiken, 2032.

Jackson Street Coffee House Is .. .
Not Just Another Place To Eat
• Fantastic Home Made Soups & Sandwiches
• Seven World Famous Omelets

• Fine French Crepes
• Exotic Coffee & Tea
253 Jackson St., Winona

'A PRICE!
HEMMINGS MUSIC CENTER
103 PLAZA EAST - DOWNTOWN
NEW MUSIC SUPERMARKET

WINONA'S

WHERE MUSIC BEGINS

Must Present Coupon Good thru Saturday!
L

H & S WAGON WHEEL
WESTERN SHOP
1-90 At Winona Jct. (43 N.)
Winona, Mn. 454-5618

SPECIAL FOR NOVEMBER
10% off on all
DOWN AND LEATHER JACKETS
Hours: Mon-Thurs 10-5 Fri 10-9
Sat. 10-5 Sun. 1-5

r
ash
W
The Barbers°Wea
specialize
in the Wash & Wear Cut for
today's active people.
Easy to care for, easy to look at.
Make an appointment today.
454-4900 THE

Wed, Thur, Fri, Sat, Sun
Nov 15, 16, 17, 18, 19

77 West 3rd St.
Across from Snyder's
Shops from
Coast to Coast

Hairstyling for men and

women.

J

ac kson

\

} Coffee
,

House
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Student Senate Speaks Out

November 15. 1978

Admissions Seek Your Help
The Student Senate and the
Admissions Office are cooperating
in a program to inform more
prospective students about Winona
State. Both the Student Senate and
the Admissions Office need your
help. Everyone agrees that the best
recruiter is a satisfied student;
therefore, we are asking for your
assistance. We know that many
presently enrolled students are
informally telling friends about
Winona State. We are now asking
you to help us by making a formal
presentation in the high school you
graduated from and/or neighboring
high schools.
Since WSU will break for the
Christmas holidays on December 15,
and most of the secondary schools
will be in session from December
18-22, we would like to encourage
you to visit your high school or
other high schools during the first
week of Christmas break, December
18-22.
The Student Senate and the
Admissions Office would very much
like to contact as many high schools
as possible during this week. It
makes no difference whether you
come from Minnesota, Wisconsin,
Illinois, Iowa, or any other state. If
you are interesting in keeping a
healthy enrollment and encouraging
good students to attend WSU,
please contact Dr. Mootz in the
Admissions Office.
For those students (freshmen seniors) interested in participating,
it will require one long distance

phone call by you to the high school
(to be made from the Admissions
Office and paid for by the
Admissions Office) on November 28,
29, or 30, as appointments must be
made two weeks in advance. Also,
the Admissions Office will hold
three 2-hour informational meetings
from 2-4 p.m. on December 11, 12,
and 13 (you need only attend one
hour on any day). These informal
meetings will provide you with basic
information that prospective students want to know; such as,
application process, costs, financial

aids, and housing. The Admissions
Office will also provide you with
material to distribute to prospective
students.
The Student Senate and the
Admissions Office are excited about
the possibility of WSU students
reaching out and contacting a large
number of new students. This
should allow you the opportunity to
tell other students back home about
college life and more specifically
about WSU. Contact Dr. Mootz in
the Admissions Office, Pehips 125 if
you want to help WSU grow.

Did you Know
A lease generally binds a tenant to pay rent for the full period of the
lease. However, there are some clauses one should avoid when signing the
lease.
UNANNOUNCED ENTRY: Be careful of an agreement that allows the
landlord to inspect or show your unit at any time. Try to have it changed to
read that he/she can come in only at reasonable times and with your
permission. Otherwise, you may be signing away your right to privacy.

Students Active
At Polls
It is a well known fact that the
young adults between the ages of 18
and 25 have the lowest turnout
percentage when it comes to voting
in elections. This fact was a reality
in this year's primary election, but
in the most recent general election,
quite the opposite was true. On
Nov. 7, according to a Senate
conducted survey, 59.2 per cent of
the 1002 WSU students surveyed
voted. Citywide, only 58 per cent of
the eligible voters voted.

who took time out from their day
(some up to 2 hours) and voted as
well as those who filled out the
voters survey. WSU dorm students
can be especially proud as your
precinct (Second Ward, 4 Precinct)
had the highest voter turnout and
registered the most voters at the
poll, (329 at-poll registration distantly followed by First Ward, 2
Precinct with 159 at-poll registration). Let no one say the students of
WSU don't voice their opinions.

At this time, the Student Senate
would like to thank the students

Thanks WSU for your participation.

VOTER'S SURVEY
1. Were you registered to vote in this past election?
YES 66% NO 34%
If not, why? lack of information
28%
lack of interest
16.2%
lack of time
31.1
other
22.3%

FORCED EVICTION: Some leases give the landlord the right to throw
you out without a court hearing if you break any terms of the lease. This is
not legal. The landlord is breaking the law if he/she moves you out
physically without any court proceedings.

2. Did you vote in the past election?

REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE: A clause which says the landlord is
not responsible for repairs or maintenance is invalid. The tenant may ask to
be compensated in return for giving up the right to that service.

3. Of the 59.2% of the students who voted:
What party do you sympathize with?
Democrats
34.3%
Republicans
39.3%
Independents
26.2%

RULES CHANGES: Some leases give the landlord the right to make new
rules, after the lease is signed, without consulting you. You might not be
legally bound to obey the new rules, especially if they affect your rights in a
major way, but you should object to this clause anyway.
You should challenge these clauses before you sign the lease. Some of the
clauses may be unenforceable even if you agree to them, but it is better not
to agree to them in the first place.

4. Voted in the U.S. Senate races

YES 59.2% NO 40.7%

98.5%

5. Voted in the Governor's race

99%

6. Voted in any of the local
(City/County races)

6.4.5%

Where Did Your Money Go
The new proposed percentage breakdowns of the Student Activity Fund.
These percentages include the Summer Activity Fund, which was not
included in the old percentages.

lytississippi

ueen

LIVE MUSIC TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY
Hours: 6:30 PM to 1 :00 AM Daily
4:30 PM to 1 :00 AM Fridays
KEGGER NIGHT

WED.

• ALL THE TAP BEER YOU CAN
DRINK FROM 9:00-10:30 p.m.
for $1.50
• 50t cover after 10:30 p.m.

Activity
A. Administrative
B. Athletics
C. Athletic Insurance
D. Drama Activities
E. Forensics Activities
F. I.D. Account
G. Intramurals
H. Music Activities
I. Student Activity
Coordinating Committee
J. Student Senate
K. Winonan
L. Student Clubs
M. Emergency Reserve Fund
N. Long Range Reserve Fund

Allocation

College Management Officer
Dir. of Men's and Women's Athletics
Dir. of Men's and Women's Athletics
Dept. Chairperson, Dept. of CTA
Dept. Chairperson, Dept. of CTA
Dir. of Audiovisual Services
Dir. of Men's and Women's Intramurals
Dept. Chairperson, Dept. of Music
Vice President for Student Affairs
Vice President for Student Affairs
Vice President for Student Affairs
Vice President for Student Affairs
President
President
TOTAL

5.0 1/z
31.5%
2.2%
5.5%
3.0%
1.0%
5.5%
9.0%

8,428
53,096
3,708
9,272
5,057
1,686
9,271
15,170

19.5% 32,869
2.8% 4,720
7.0% 11,799
3.0% 5,057
1.0% 1,686
4.0% 6,742
100.0% 168,560

PAPA JOHN'S PIZZA

Tues., Wed. & Thurs.
November 14, 15, 16

(529 Huff Street)

JOHNNY HOLM

ACROSS FROM WSU

$2.00 cover starting at 7:00

Also Serving
SPAGHETTI, CHICKEN,
GONDOLA'S,P J BURGERS AND
PORK TENDERLOIN

Winona's Own

CIRRUS
„r iN Friday - Saturday November 17, 18

Person[s] Responsible for Activity

OPEN
DAILY
4:00 PM

JUST A STEP AWAY

(For Carry-Out And Delivery Call 452-1234)
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We Also Have

ill found idea .froref
PLAZA SQUARE, WINONA, MN. 55987
454-1417
THE AUDIO SPECIALIST PRESENT:
(y) PIONEER® CAR STEREO
IMME.
MIN=

!MI
NM!

TS 692: 6"x 9" dual cone. Highcompliance. 20-oz magnet. 20
watts. 35 to 16,000 Hz.
-

MEM

TS 694: 6" x 9" coaxial. Highcompliance, low-frequency
cone. 2%" tweeter. 20-oz
ceramic magnet. 20 watts. 35
to 18,000 Hz.

TS 167: 6 1/2 " coaxial, High-compliance, low-frequency cone for
long excursion and improved
bass performance. High-frequency cone with exponential
horn. 10-oz magnet. Power
capacity: 20 waifs, Frequency
response: 30 to 20,000 Hz.

-

-

Stop In For A Demonstration

■•■

And The Lowest Prices Around

On All Pioneer Car Stereo Units!
j

it
r-1 1—II-1

ill11•111
MOWN

KP-8005

GX-5050

GX-2020

IN•DASH CASSETTTE WITH AM/FM STEREO

IN-DASH AM/FM STEREO SUPERTUNER

IN DASH AM/FM STEREO RADIO

•
•
•
•

SUPERTUNER
Preset Push Button Tuning
Muting Switch
Local/Distance Switch
Locking Fast Forward and Rewind
Automatic Replay
Volume, Tone and Balance Controls

• SUPERTUNER
• 10 Station Preset Push Button Tuning
Muting Switch
• Local/Distance Switch
• Volume, Tone, and Balance Controls

•
•
•
•

5 Position Push Button Tuning
Adjustable Shafts
FM Stereo/Mono Switch
Local-Distance Switch

ptn

e minently
sound ideal

MEM

KP 5005: Same as KP-8005,
with manual tuning.
-

UNDER-DASH SUPERTUNER
KP-500: Under-dash FM stereo
Super-tuner/cassette playback
deck. Features: Phase-locked
loop for FM stereo separation.
Local/distance switch. Muting.
Automatic eject. Fast forward
and rewind. Loudness switch.
Balance control. Separate bass
and treble.
TP-900: Same As KP-500 With 8 Track

Hours:
Monday - Friday 9:30 - 9:00
Saturday 9:30 - 5:00
Sunday 1:00 - 5:00

4■10--4)
;, /

STOP IN FOR A SUPER DEAL FROM YOUR SUPER STORE
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I
i
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Opinions
Student Votes
Make A
Difference
The November 7th election
proved that students of Winona
State have strong say regarding
their representation. The Student
Senate survey shows that 59.3% of
the overall student body used their
citizenship rights, and it further
shows that 85.1% of WSU off-campus residing students voted in their
respective precincts. The above
figures indicates that when it comes
to who will represent students, they
can't be pushed around.

Council is not doing any kind of
favor towards them. This heavy
turnout of Winona State students
proved that it's about time students
take up their problems into their
hands. By more cohesiveness among
the student body I am sure the new
city council next year will represent
the students.

On December 6th, 7:00 p.m. there
will be a general meeting in 113
Phelps Hall of all interested
In this regard I would like to urge students who would like to work for
the students to show the same kind the WINONAN during the Winter
of enthusiasm next year when the quarter. Right now we have very
City Council election comes up, few people working as news
because the current City Council reporters, we would like to see more
has disregarded the students of people getting involved in putting
their equal rights.
out the WINONAN.
On October 16th, the City Council
We need help in sports, campus
discarded the ordinance that would reporting, advertising, arts and
have given students equal status in typing. Your participation will be
housing. That has been deprived greatly appreciated.
from them till now.
GOOD LUCK ON FINALS —
It's now up to the students of HAVE A SUPER THANKSGIWinona State to prove that by VING.
depriving them of their right, City
M.R.

Escape
Techniques?

It's time Winona State starts
offering classes which are both
interesting and will be of future
value to students when they
graduate from college. Therefore, I
suggest the following Sociology
series:
ESCAPE I: An introductory
course on the latest craze in
Winona. This class will be offered
only to those who want publicity,
and aren't serious about getting by
authorities. Guest lecturers will
include Donald Scott and the class
will have a field trip to the Winona

County Jail. Learn from others in
this class.
ESCAPE II: For those who plan
on getting arrested as a career, this
class will give students to really pull
the wool over jailer's eyes. Guest
lecturers will include Donald Howard and Nancy Brown, and techniques like making police think
you've been in the john for five
hours at a time will be discussed.
Prerequisite: A police record.
Joe Bissen

W WINONAN
The Winonan is written and edited by and for the students of Winona State University and is
published weekly except June, July, and August and exam periods.
Subscriptions available from the Business Manager at a rate of $6 annually or $2 quarterly.
Address all changes in mailing addresses to the Business Manager.
Address all correspondence to: Editor, Winonan. Offices located at 113 Phelps Hall. Telephone
457-2158.
Deadline for non-staff copy is 3:00 p.m. the preceding Thursday.
Member of the Associated Collegiate Press, Intercollegiate Press Association, and National Council
of College Publications Advisers.
Winona State University is an equal opportunity employer and adheres to the provisions of Title IX
Mich prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex in education programs.
Co-Editors

Mickdad Rangwalla
John Hotzfield
Sports Editor
Joe Bissen
Assistant Sports Editor
Mike Killeen
Photo Editor
Casey W. Lake
Arts Editor
Richard Donnelly

Business Manager
Advertising Manager
Advisor
Copy Editor
Circulation

David Jackson
Larry Kerr
Kim Buell
Dr. Sandra Bennett
Melody Lund
John Grimes

Thinking about something different? Do you march
to the beat of a different drummer? Let's hear from
you.

Letters to the Editors
Apologies Go to Refs
Not IM Director
To the Editor:

situation. (You can always consult
your higher-ups for guidance).

This is a follow-up letter to the
"Letter to the Editor" of Nov. 1,
"Who Penalized the Refs?" Apologies must go out to the refs because
they should never have been
brought into this matter. The
Penthouse Sweets volleyball team
was protesting the rules and we had
a meeting with Mr. Juaire, Intramural Director, on Tuesday, Nov. 7.
Worse came to worse, and he
disqualified the entire team from
further competition. This disqualifcation stems from the editorial that
was written by this very frustrated
volleyball team that could get no
action from the Intramural Department and its director. True, we
were in the wrong by not going
above him to Dr. Martin, head of the
Physical Education Department.
However, we will not accept all the
blame because Mr. Juaire himself
should have directed us to Dr.
Martin if he could not handle the

The entire problem revolves
around the rules, their form and
applications. The rules that were
handed out were general guidelines,
subject to change, as the managers
were informed. As a result, there
were discrepencies between the
"rules" and the reffing; and also
what the ground rules should be. It
was thought than an applicable,
correct set of rules would be formed
and published within a reasonable
amount of time. That was seven
weeks ago.
Upon consultation with Dr. Martin on Nov. 9, I asked him "if there
was defense • for the fact that Mr.
Juaire had ample time (seven
weeks) to formulate and publish a
good set of rules." He stated, "There
is no defense." (on the part of Mr.
I Juaire.) Dr. Martin also stated that
a time should be set aside each game

for the ref to go over the ground
rules. (the main points in this case.)
And thirdly, that it would be
advantageous at the end of the
season to form a committee (students and staff) to review the rules
and possibly update them to make
them more applicable.
Hopefully this letter will make
clear where the blame lies and that
this need not happen again. If the
time and thought had been used on
both sides since the beginning
(especially relating to the determination of the rules and their
application), none of this would have
happened.
I would like to thank Dr. Martin
for his concern into this matter and
for getting the team reinstated.
Jean Bently
Beverly J. Seidl

College Designated As
"A Growing Experience"
What is a college education for?
Many so called professional students (those with one quarter of
classes put away) feel it's for finding
a high paying and prestigious job
once you graduate. Chances of this
becoming a reality are slim.
When looking back to my
freshman year at Winona State I
envisioned coming out with some
great discovery of myself and my
career. Here I am a junior and I feel
this great discovery is yet to be
found. I'm not saying that going to
college is not rewarding. Many of
the things I've learned are not in the
classroom but in living on my own.
Going to college is a good social
experience as well as an educational
one. Not only did I learn how to
handle living with other students,
but I also learned how to manage

money and my own personal life to
somewhat of a normal pace.
Many students feel that what you
learn in the classroom is the most
important aspect of college. This is
important, but I feel what you learn
by being on your own is equally as
important. When parents are no
longer around to tell you what to do,
it is up to the student to discover
what is right and what is wrong.
Not all of the time are the students
decisions right. Making mistakes is
part of learning.

I first came to college I vowed to
pull straight A's and be involved in
every major cause available. As
soon as my second quarter of my
freshman year was completed I
realized that many of my ideals
were too high. I discovered I
couldn't change the world around
me.
Going to college is a great
experience. Not only do you enrich
yourself academically but you
enrich yourself socially. You learn
how to interact with different
people and learn that each person is
individually different from you.
College is a good growing experience and it is one of the best ways of
learning how to live in the real
world.

One good dimension of going
away to college is learning responsibility. The decisions you make now
are important for your future — no
one elses. Many students are
discouraged when they aren't living
up to their own expectations. When V -

Good Luck

on Your Finals
and Have a
Good Thanksgiving !

by Sue Dendor
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"The Good Doctor"

Provides the Right Medicine
by Richard Donnelly
With a dash of humor and a shot
of solid talent, "The Good Doctor"
provided the right prescription for
hundreds of students and residents
of Winbna. The play, directed by
Vivian Fusillo and performed by
WSU students, finished nine consecutive performances last Tuesday
in the Dorothy B. Magnus Theater
at the PAC.
"The Good Doctor" is an adaptation for stage by Neil Simon of ten
short stories by Anton Chekov. The
stories are about the foibles and
delicate personal situations encountered by the various classes of 19th
century Russia.
The remarkably innovative staging, which featured four sets
arranged around the audience, was
designed by director Fusillo and

Jazz
Concert
by Richard Donnally
The finest jazz musicians at WSU
will go for it tomorrow night at 8:00
in a free performance at the
Performing Arts Center auditorium.
The WSU Jazz Ensemble will be
directed by Dr. Lee A. Mendyle and
will feature selections by Sammy
Nestico and Duke Ellington.

There will be a meeting for all
those interested in joining the
Winona State Film Society. The
purpose of the society is to select
classic and quality films to present
to the student body. Anyone with
ideas for feature films or who is
interested in becoming a member
attend this meeting on Thursday,
November 16th at 3:00 p.m. in Room
335 of Minne Hall.

CTA head Jacque Reidelberger.
The stages had curtains which were
pulled at the completion of each skit
so that the sets could be rearranged.
Continuity was achieved by an
ever-present mediator, Ross Willoughby, who portrayed Chekov.
Willoughby was almost flawless as
the eccentric little writer, the "good
doctor" moving from set to set and
humorously describing his troubles
as an author. At intervals he would
disappear to become one of the
stage actors.
Other actors involved were Matt
Brooks, Renee Weiss, Eric Lueck,
Mary Johnson, Becky McConnell,
Doug Dale, Patrick Kirkbride,
Terry Riska, and Jeanne Minnema.
Each played a variety of roles.

timing and the comedy was combined with the drama in an
unbroken flow. There was no sign of
the exclamatory dialogue or posturing so common with amateur
productions.
A tremendous amount of work
went into the production. Besides
the actors there were many other
students involved too numerous to
mention. The actors themselves
took six weeks rehearsing the play.

Hungerford
will Perform
WSU instructor Robert Hungerford will give a piano recital
November 19 at 4:30 in the
Performing Arts Center.
Hungerford performed extensively as a concert pianist before joining
the music department at WSU eight
years ago. He took his undergraduate and graduate degrees from the
Julliard School of Music before
going to Paris to study with the

famed French pianist Jeanne Marie
Darre. He then performed in
Europe and the East Coast before
accepting his present position at
WSU.
Hungerford's program will consist of the "Variations Serieuses" by
Mendelssohn; "Piano Pieces" by
Brahms; "Alborado Del Grazioso"
by Ravel; "Scherzo No. 3 in C sharp
minor" by Chopin; and the "Mephisto Waltz" by Liszt.

"The Good Doctor" will be
entered in the American College
Theater Festival and will compete
against other colleges for regional
honors. The skill and hard work that
the cast and crew exhibited shows
that they will certainly be in the
running. These young people mean
business.

The acting was superb throughout. The players had a keen sense of

Engineer 'Spy'
Describes
Dual Role
Peter N. James, author, lecturer,
and 1962 physics graduate from
Case-Western Reserve University
will be at CST auditorium this
Tuesday, November 28, 8:00 p.m.,
to discuss his revelations concerning
governmental corruption and a
little-known spy unit based at
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
near Dayton, Ohio. He is touring the
United States speaking on college
campuses.
James, formerly a rocket engineer for nine years and Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft's foreign technology expert in West Palm Beach,
Florida, was also involved with both
Air Force Intelligence and the CIA
as he traveled extensively in
Europe and South America attending conferences and meeting foreign
scientists and espionage agents.
During one of James' trips to
Europe, American intelligence
agents representing the Air Force
Foreign Technology Division and

the Library of Congress discovered
that James was writing an expose
on their questionable and unethical
activities. A chase of James and his
wife by these agents ensued in
Yugoslavia, Italy, France, and
Belgium, culminating in Brussels,
where the agents threatened to kill
the couple if the expose were
written and James did not stop
traveling to conferences abroad.
His main presentation, "The
Embryo of an American Police
State," is an illustrated firsthand
lecture with slides of both Russian
and American agents operating in
Europe. His story has been equated
by various observers as a cross
between "All the President's Men"
and "Three Days of the Condor."
His appearance is open to the public
and sponsored by Student Activities CST. The lecture will be
presented at CST Auditorium at 8
p.m. Mr. James will answer
questions from the audience after
the lecture.

iNCTIG4C/ C*111-1
Plaza Square
Phone:452-8305

Your Christmas Specialty Center
GIFTS AND ORNAMENTS ARRIVING DAILY
FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD!

We now have a special selection of POLISH Imports
HOURS: Monday-Friday:9-9 Saturday: 9-5 Sunday: 12-5

Robert Hungerford

AT THE BOOKSTORE

BRING YOUR BOOKS
TO THE
BOOKSTORE
FALL QUARTER
BOOK BUY BACK
DATES NOVEMBER
20, 11, 11
BUYER HOURS
NOVEMBER 10, 11
8:30 to 4:30
NOVEMBER 11
8:30 - 2:30
BRING ALL BOOKS
YOU NO LONGER NEED
PAPERBACKS AND HARDCOVERS
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Legendary Bob Dylan Returns
by Dan Day
Electricity flowed through the air
with nervous tension as the house
lights shut down. A band appeared
on the stage, clad in black and white
satin and velvet, playing a slowlypaced introduction. Suddenly, the
crowd of 18,000 erupted with a
thunderous ovation, as the legendary Bob Dylan moved slowly to the
platform.
In his first Minnesota concert in
13 years, Dylan cast a spell upon the
Civic Center audience with the
music that has charmed many for
almost two decades. Perhaps Halloween was an appropriate time for
the lyrical genius to play.
In the nearly-three hour concert,
Dylan played 24 songs, most of
which were greeted with standing

ovations. Following the introductive
version of "My Back Pages," he
performed the classic "Mr. Tambourine Man."
Immediately following "Maggie's
Farm," and "I Don't Believe You,"
Dylan turned the arena upside down
with perhaps his most famous work
"Like a Rolling Stone." This number
came across extremely well, as
Dylan can still sing with the same
force he held when the song was
first written.
Born in Hibbing, the 'Minnesota
Kid' was a great influence even
upon the Beatles in the early 60's.
He was most widely known for his
brilliant lyrical work, writing everything from protest songs to religious
ones. According to Time magazine,
Dylan's reputation is "immense, and
possibly unrivaled."

During the early stages of the
second half of the set, Dylan played
"It Ain't Me, Babe." This being his
only acoustic song of the evening,
the already standing crowd awarded him with loud cheers as he began
to strum. He has been noted for his
talent on the harmonica, and played
a perfect solo while continuing on
the guitar.
Then came a well-performed "You
Treat Me Like a Stepchild," Dylan's
addition to the world of rhythm and
blues. "One More Cup Of Coffee"
followed, as Dylan added a gospel
feeling to the set. This song, from
his "Desire" album, captivated the
audience, with the added harmonies
of his background vocalists Carolyn
Dennis, JoAnn Harris, and Helena
Springs providing the swaying
melodies common to the gospel
style.
"Blowing In The Wind" was
Dylan's next, and most 'classical'
number of the concert, as that song
has been done and redone by a
countless number of musicians
through the years, all paying tribute
to the work of this man. The crowd
did the same, as many began to
slowly sing along.
Dylan's entire band played an

extraordinary show, helping to
bring out the full effect of a Bob
Dylan concert. With Bob himself on
guitar, Ian Wallace on drums, bass
guitarist Jerry Scheff, keyboard
player Alan Pasqua, percussionist
Bobbye Hall, and rhythm guitarist
Steven Soles providing a more than
adequate background crew, sax
player Steve -Douglas and violinist
Mansfield performed well-worked
solo playing.
Dylan ended his concert with "It's
Alright, Ma," an almost satirical
song exploiting the problems of
adolescence. The crowd began to
roar wildly as the band continued
to play and Dylan bowed and
sauntered off the stage. The tension
in the Civic Center began to grow
even more intense as the band
walked off, and stayed backstage for
a longer-than-usual time before
returning for their unavoidable
encore.
The band reappeared, playing
"Changing of the Guards," to more
cries for the master. Finally
returning to the -stage, Dylan
started to clown around with his
band, putting the crowd into an
uproar.
After leaving a second time, the

KQAL
Program Log
Wed. Nov 15 7:00 p.m. — Wings of Music — "Legend" Poco
9:00 p.m. — That's Jazz — "Wizard" Matrix
Thurs., Nov. 16 8:00 p.m. — Thursday Night Live — Gleason Brothers
9:00 p.m. — BBC Rock Hour — The Outlaws
Fri., Nov. 17 4:00 p.m. — Friday Afternoon Special — Charlie Daniels
Sun., Nov. 19 9:00 p.m. — Mystery Theater — Gang Busters
Mon., Nov. 20 7:00 p.m. — MQ Presents — TBA

`I've Got A Problem With My Hair"

DO YOU
HAVE A
HAIR
PROBLEM?
EADOUARTERS
HAS JUST
THE THING
YOU NEED.
HOURS:
Mon.-Fri., 9-9
Tuesday 9-6
Saturday 8-4

4•

Womew's

ape' (

nimarhf ielO. au/at-044Na •0)or4hato • Rochoslea • Illimomo

Phone In Now
For An Appointment.

head quarters
84 Plaza Square

452-1741

full house lights returned overhead,
and people near the entrances
began to dissipate slowly. Yet, those
in the front remained, crying for
more. Those who left started to
re-enter, giving Dylan no choice but
to return before his hometown
crowd. This is an oddity for any
Dylan concert, but "Forever Young"
came across with the strength of
any earlier numbers. The crowd
began to sway with the music once
again.
One had no choice but to- feel that
this was a 'special' Bob Dylan
concert, possibly for his home
crowd. Dylan put a lot of effort into
his performance, as did his band. He
stated that it was a "pleasure to
play here again, I've got to come
back." This was also the first time in
his tour of the U.S. thus far that he
has reappeared for two encores.
When Dylan first began to play,
he performed often in the Cities,
and was treated unfairly by critics
and listeners, forcing him to
perform, and eventually hit the big
time elsewhere. He sometimes
looked down upon Minnesota because of this. But, perhaps, 'the
times, they are 'a changin'!

Art at
Watkins
Paintings by Tom Askman will be
on display at the Watkins Gallery,
Winona State University, in Winona, November 27 through December 15, 1978. The gallery is open 9-5
weekdays. An opening reception
will be held December 3rd. Askman
combines familiar environments
(kitchens, backyards, stages) with
symbolic elements, such as largerthan-life diamonds and rabbits. The
resulting multi-faceted and eccentric situations are painted in a
realistic style, with an airbrush and
stencil. Askman says, "My work is
about levels, facets of personality,
personal dilemmas, barriers, decoys, inner and outer space,
dangling carrots, consequences."
Using his "personal vocabulary",
Askman avoids the mainstreams of
art and presents images which are
unusual and intriguing.
Originally from Colorado, Askman currently teaches at Eastern
Washington State College in Spokane.
This exhibit is circulated by visual
arts resources of the University of
Oregon art museum in Eugene.
Many public and private agencies,
including the Oregon Arts Commission, friends of the museum, and the
National Endowment for the Arts,
support the traveling exhibit program.
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Student Performs Recital
by Richard Donnelly

Tinney proved his talent in his
following selections. Beethoven's
WSU senior Scott Tinney presen- "Les Adieux" sonata was emotional
ted an emotion-filled and technically with dramatic dynamics, yet always
brilliant piano recital last Sunday in controlled. The only technical flaw
the Performing Arts Center audi- seemed to be that the melody was
torium. occasionally weak in relation to the
low chords.
The recital began with an organ
prelude by Bach as arranged by
In Debussey's "Sunken CatheSiloti. Tinney played with precision dral" Tinney gave the impressionisand restraint, almost as though tic piece a powerful rendition which
saving himself for the complex he offset with clear and delicate
program ahead. pianissimo passages.

The next three pieces were short
and complex studies by Chopin, and
Tinney played each with increasing
assurance. Mistakes were almost
non-existant as he played lightningquick passages with seeming ease.
The audience, numbering about
100, sensed that Tinney had
something going and in the final
selection he simply out-did himself.
Playing with intense emotion and
astounding technical prowess, the
difficult "Transcendental Etude

WSU Gains Membership in Music Organization
Shown here is Carlis Anderson ties for professional development;
(Faculty Advisor of MENC) presen- familiarize students with the priviting the "Certificate of Member- leges and responsibilities of the
ship" to Student Chapter 252 of the music education profession; provide
Music Educators National Confer- for its members opportunities to
ence which has been reactivated on become acquainted with leaders in
the Winona State University cam- the music education profession as
pus. gained from participation in programs and demonstrations, discusThe purpose of MENC is to sions, and performing groups
provide members with opportuni- planned by this chapter; assist the

school in various projects throughout the year; provide opportunity
for contacts with MENC student
members of other schools.
Pictured from left to right are
Ellen Polachek, Christine Smith,
Diane Nielsen, Ruth Nordby, Barbara Bozonie, Debbie Rice (President), and Carlis Anderson (Faculty
Advisor).

#11" by Liszt came to life under his
hands. The audience breathed as
one for a moment, and following the
final chords they broke into a
shouting applause.
Scott Tinney proves that WSU
possesses some exceptional artistic
talent.

Comedian
at
St. Mary's
Alex Cole, a rising young comedian, will provide his zany commentary on life and laughs at the Saint
Mary's College Fieldhouse on
Thursday, November 16. Cole's 9
p.m. performance will be preceded
by a rousing set of big band jazz by
the Saint Mary's College Jazz Band.
A small admission will be charged.
Refreshments available.
For more information call J.
Fleishman, 507-452-4430.

Speakers
Compete in
LaCrosse
The forensics team, coached by
Walter McCormick, travelled to the
University of Wisconsin at LaCrosse last weekend to compete in
debate and creative speaking.
Mark Jameson, Dan Sadowski,
and Jim Tirfar engaged the enemy
with the topic, "Resolved. That the
Federal Government should implement a program which guarantees
employment opportunities for all
U.S. citizens in the labor force."
Vaughn Hanson delivered an
after dinner speech as did Judy
Sonvik, who also competed in
poetry. Annette King competed in
prose.

sh CiWea

The Barbers specialize in the Wash & Wear Cut for
today's active people.

Easy to care for, easy to look at.
Make an appointment today.
454-4900
77 West 3rd St.
Across from Snyder's
Shops from
Coast to Coast

Hairstyling for men and women.

ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCE MAJORS
LET US HELP YOU PLAN
AHEAD TO BECOME A CPA

Budweiser Novelties
(Great Christmas Gifts)

Good times are great times for the easy taste o f

Budweiser

sweaters

* Coolers

carves

* T-shirts

ski Hats

* Posters & Plaques

iAugs

* Collectors Items
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New Fad
Sweeps Across
College Campuses
by Evonne Schlosser

venated some of the frivolity and
imagination of college students.
Things have really calmed down on
campuses everywhere, compared to
1962, the year in which "Animal
House" is set. So instead of coming
up with a new approach to a good
time, college students have reached
into the past, savoring some of the
highlights from college of yesteryear.

To-ga! To-ga! To-ga! (Or for you
uninformed, 1001 different ways to
wear your bedsheet).
The newest rage to rumble across
our country's campuses (including
WSU) is the infamous toga-party,
inspired by National Lampoon's hit
movie, "Animal House." In case you
haven't heard of a toga-party
before, no doubt you will in the
future.

In creating the proper atmosphere for a toga party, a few basics
are necessary:

Labelled as "the latest campus
compulsion," toga parties have
become a reality from Yale to the U
of Arizona. At the University of
Wisconsin, as many as 10,000
toga-clad students gathered together for an all-night bash this past
October. Numbering from a dozen
to tens of dozens, toga parties have
one thing in common: they've added
a new dimension to the social
atmosphere of college.

Most importantly, a proper toga,
consisting of a bed sheet worn and
wrapped in a variety of ways. A
garland of leaves for the head is also
helpful in completing the "Roman
look." At Yale, a loosely-tied necktie
on a bare neck is also appropriate.
Oldies-but-goodies head the lineup of musical entertainment. The
appropriate beverages are to include purple — Jesus or passion
punch — a mixture of grape juice
and grain alcohol.

Why such a rash of these parties?
Perhaps "Animal House" has reju-

Whatever the total combination,
the more "Roman" the setting, the

better.
Universal Pictures, creator of
toga-party fever, are very pleased
with the resulting impact of
"Animal House." In fact, they have
even funded such events by adding
things such as "Animal House"
posters, T-shirts, and other paraphernalia.
Due to the outstanding success of
"Animal House" and the activities it
has generated, Lampoon scriptwriters aren't yet through with the
fictitious "Faber College" setting.
At the present, they are busy
working on what may be a pilot for a
future "Animal House" television
series.

Spend a year in Norway's capital,
Oslo, as a student at a teachers
college.
The teachers college is known as
Oslo Laererskole, and the academic
year of 1979/80 will be the 20th year
the exchange program between this
school and Winona State College/
University has been effective.
During these past 20 years quite a
few students of the two colleges
have participated in this program,
and gained valuable and interesting
experiences in life.

most Norwegians are familiar with
the English language as it is taught
in schools from the age of nine. To
be prepared for your Norway trip, I
would recommend you sign-up for
the "Spoken Norwegian I" class (2
credits) in the spring quarter. In
Oslo, during the first part of your
stay, you could take evening courses
in "Spoken Norwegian for foreign
workers and students."
When going to Norway you will
have to pay your plane fare
yourself. Your board and lodging
will be taken care of, and schools are
free!

Spending a year in a foreign
country supplies a great amount of
experiences which cannot always be
foreseen. This implies that one must
possess a fair ability to adjust to
new situations. You will find that
your personal attitude (to a great
extent) will determine the success
of your stay. The American student
will obviously run into some
problems with the understanding of
the Norwegian language. However,

There might be a few more details
you wish to know of, and for that
you should contact Mr. Glenn
Carlson at the education department. And of course, I will also be
glad to help if you have any
questions. I should be easy to find;
quite frequently visiting "the
Smog." The deadline for your
application is December 4.

One scriptwriter in a Newsweek
article (Oct. 2) made a point about
the toga-party outcome. "Today's
kids have no real era of their own. I
think they have an inferiority
complex about it, and that's why
they're seizing on ours."
Only four kinds of poisonous snakes live in the United
States — rattlesnake, water moccasin or cottonmouth,
copperhead and coral.

Whether it be a complex or not,
seize your bedsheet and join in the
fun. Toga parties are on campuses
to stay...at least for a little while.

SEETS
WORLD'S GREATEST PIZZA

St Anniversary Week
lop. "FEED YOUR FACE SILLY NITE"ALL YOU CAN EAT

00° $285

Oslo Exchange
Enters 21st Year

5:00-7:30 P M

WSU PIZZA EATING CONTEST 8:00 P.M
BEER 3/$1 7:30- 10:00 P.M.
SPECIAL "BUCKET OF BEER" — ASK ABOUT IT

BACK GAMMON TOURNAMENT

Ntilt4
73 West Mark

(Since 1977!)

► or

COUPON : 75; Off New Non-Sale LP of
Your Choice (1 per customer)
Coupon needed when you make your purchase!
Expires 11/18/78

Coming Soon! Dynamite posters by Frank
Frazetta!
This Week's Specials: Linda Ronstad —
Linn in the USA
4.69 [7.98 List)
Poco Legend
4.99 (7.98 List)
Santana Inner Secrets
5.79 (8.98 List)
Kansas Live
9.00 (13.98 List)
WINGS OF MUSIC — 73 W. Mark
(Watch this space for some exciting
new announcements!)

•REGISTER WHEN YOU ARRIVE
•CASH PRIZES •BEGINS 8:30 P.M
•SPECIAL BEER PRICES

SO'

SUPER PIZZA BOWL
Winning teams from WSU, SMC, CST, VO-TECH
WOMENS DIV. 1:00 PM MENS DIV 2:00 PM
BEER 3/$1 - 1- 4:00 PM

KEY IS PR-EON°

SHAI(

8:30-12:00 PM
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

ENJOY

JEFF WILTGEN

PLAY & SING YOUR FAVORITE SONGS

JOIN US AT

SHAKEY'S

AS WE CELEBRATE.

CONSIDER
MILWAUKEE
Graduating nurse students who are seeking that first
professional employment will find that St. Joseph's
Hospital, Milwaukee, Wisconsin offers not only a
primary nursing environment, an Internship program,
on-going inservice education, and the modern facilities
of a major teaching hospital, but also one of the Midwest's finest living environments. We have much to
tell you and would like to send our Nursing pamphlet to
you. Write us or call Darryl Draeger collect
at (414) 447-2159.
ST. JOSEPH'S HOSPITAL
$000 WEST CHAMBERS STREET
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53210
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Season-Ending Loss
to Mankato Provides Hopes
of Brighter Days for WSU Football

by Joe Bissen & Mike Killeen
WINONAN Sports Staff

The Winona State football program rounded what may have been
the final turn of a long, dark tunnel
it has been plodding through for the
last three years Saturday, and it
saw that there is a light at the end of
that tunnel.
Even though the Warriors lost
their final game 'of the 1978 season
by a 16-6 score to the Mankato State
Mavericks at Blakeslee Field in
Mankato and wound up with a 2-9
record, there were a number of
factors which indicated that the
Warriors may be making their way
back from the Dark Ages.
For example:
*Mankato was outgained by
Winona in total yardage by a
249-238 margin, and the Warriors
ran ten more plays than did the
Mavericks.
*Nearly the entire fourth quarter
of the ball game was spent on
Mankato's end of the field, with
WSU seemingly on the verge of
busting a long gainer at any time.
*A young Warrior defense (13 of
the 17 who saw extensive playing
time are underclassmen) played its
second straight good game. It
allowed Duluth, which scored 32
points on a Moorhead defense which
was rated nationally, just 4 points
two weeks ago, and gave up just
two touchdowns Saturday.
*The Warrior passing attack
looked its sharpest since it led WSU
to an opening day win over
Southwest. Tom Kearly, a senior
from Houghton, Michigan completed seven passes for 134 yards
and one touchdown.
The Warrior coaching staff

echoed those sentiments. Head
coach Myron Smith commented, "I
think we're over the hump. You like
to win, but when you're looking for
good performances, it's not as

important."
Meanwhile, defensive coordinator
John Martin had praise for his unit,
saying, "We really hit out there
today," also said that his defensive

"I think we're over
the hump." —
Myron Smith,
Winona State
Football Coach.
squad really matured over the
course of the year.
The game had all the earmarks of
a Viking game in December. The
temperature stood at 0° with the
wind chill factor, and what few fans
bothered to show up had to brave a
15-20 mph wind.
The script in the loss to the
Mavericks Saturday was an old and
familiar one to Warrior football
fans. Little mistakes cost the
Warriors dearly, as they have all
year. The two mistakes which hurt
most were the two blocked punts
which Mankato turned into points
both times.
Also costing the Warriors a
chance at an upset were three lost
fumbles, and interception, and a
dropped pass by tight end Brad
Barber which would have been a
sure touchdown in the fourth
quarter.
But Barber redeemed himself
soon after that, as he put WSU's

only points on the board by hauling
in a Kearly pass and turning it into a
17-yard touchdown play. It was
fitting that Kearly and Barber, both
seniors, hooked up to score in their
final games as Warriors.
The Warriors' defensive highlight
came in the second quarter after
Mankato had driven 63 yards to the
WSU 6-yard line. Winona held on its
next three plays, forcing MSU
quarterback Bruce Graham to
throw three incomplete passes and
the MSU coaching staff to settle for
a 23-yard field goal from Jerome
Kroc.
Other Maverick scores came on a
2-yard plunge by Marcellus Grandberry and a slashing 20-yard run by Fall sports are over — it's time for cagers, grapplers, and tankers to take
Brad Holinka on MSU's first play over.
after Phil Driscoll blocked a WSU Wendell Anderson, shooting here, is gone from the WSU basketball team,
punt.
but the Warriors do have a new coach, Jerry Nauman. Details on this year's
Bob Stouffer was in on 18 tackles
squad will be in the December 6 issue.
[Photo by Casey W. Lake]
for the Warrior defense, while
all-NIC candidate Scott Meisel was
in on thirteen and recovered one
fumble. Mike Werden picked off one
pass. Martin also cited Dave
Simpkins and Brian Ihde for their
defensive performances.
fog
On offense, Loren Hewitt picked
up 55 yards on the MSU defense
before getting hurt. Barber grabbed
three passes from Kearly, while
Rick Williams caught two for 72
yards, including a fine catch of a
Kearly bomb which gained 51 yards.

41 ,

Time Out
For Sports

Our Pizzas Are Really Loaded .. .
We Do Not Skimp On Ingredients!

NIC Standings
Conf. Overall
WL
WL
10 0
8 0
6 4
6 1
6 2
7 3
5 3
6 5
4 4
4 6
3 4
6 4
2 9
2 6
1 7
2 8
0 8
0 9

UM-Morris
St. Cloud State
UM-Duluth
Moorhead State
Michigan Tech
Mankato State
WINONA STATE
Southwest State
Bemidji State

LIQUORS - WINES - BEERS - MIX - KEGS

HOME BEVERAGE
SERVICE
533 HUFF STREET

ACROSS
FROM CAMPUS
DAILY DELIVERY

452-2572

The
Pizza
Villa
114 PLAZA EAST
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From the Bleachers
Short Takes On Sports...
Saturday's football game between
Winona State University and Mankato State University brought to an
end the fall sports season here at
WSU.
It was rather fitting that the
game was played in conditions that
reminded everyone that winter is
right around the corner. Of course,
winter marks the start of another
full slate of sports on the campus of
Winona State.
Highlighting the winter slate
includes the women's basketball
team, which finished second in the
state last year; the men's basketball
team, with a new philosophy under
new coach Jerry Nauman; the
always tough Warrior wrestling
team; men's and women's swimming, and women's gymnastics,
coming off a second-place state
finish.
Watch the December 6 issue of
the WINONAN for a full preview of
all the winter sports.
Winona State got its only field
goal of the 1978 season at Mankato

Saturday, but it didn't put three
points on the scoreboard, and the
person who kicked it isn't even
listed on the WSU football roster.
Mankato State sponsors a "Big
Foot" contest during halftime of its
home football games in which fans
get a chance to win money by trying
their hand (or is that foot?) at
kicking field goals for prizes.
Since there weren't enough
people who matched lucky numbers
on their programs, officials in the
press box began asking for volunteers. So Mike Killeen, assistant
Winonan sports editor, got a chance
to boot first a ten, and then a
35-yard field goal.
Killeen, whose only athletic claim
to fame is that he plays right field
with the grace of Dave Kingman,
nailed the 10-yarder easily and won
a $10 gift certificate at a Mankato
restaurant, but a feeble attempt at
the 35-yarder failed miserably,
falling short and wide. It's nice to
know Rick Danmeier's job is not in
peril.

Intramural Highlites
Several weeks ago, when the
women's flag football playoffs began, we put our head on the block
and tried to predict the eventual
champion of the playdowns.
Needless to say, the hooded man
began sharpening his ax after we
predicted only one game right of the
six played for a stellar .167 average.
This week we try to get off Death
Row and predict the champion of
the men's IM football playoffs which
are currently in progress.
Complicating the matter is the
fact that there are three undefeated
teams vying for supremacy of the
gridirons around Lake Winona.
Also, this is probably the strongest
field of team's in recent IM history.
In what looks to be a razor edge
pick, the WINONAN predicts that
the Wackers and the Hang Loose
Boys are the leading contenders for
the men's championship.
The Wackers were the kingpins of
the 5:00 league, going undefeated
through their first eight games of

the schedule. The Wackers are
probably the least visible of the
undefeated teams, but they have a
consistent offense and defense.
The Hang Loose Boys, on the
other hand, finished second in the
4:00 league with a 7-1 league record.
A season-ending loss to the Uffdas
MEN'S IM FLAG
FOOTBALL STANDINGS
3:00 LEAGUE
Anigav
Odd-Squad
Wet Dreamers
F. Thrust
The Habbit
Illegal Procedure
Demands of Destiny
TKE
Black Russian
Restless Natives
4:00 LEAGUE
Uffdas
Hang Loose Boys
Head

W L
7 0
7 1
7 2
5 2
4 4
3 5
3 5
2 6
1 6
0 8

Traditionally, the leaders of a
college football team have been the
seniors on the team. With the
Winona State football team there is
no exception to the rule.
Throughout the season, fourteen
seniors on the Warrior roster have
lead a young squad through a tough
but rebuilding year for Winona
State.
"The seniors feel the same way I
do — we're just sorry the season is
over," head coach Myron Smith
commented following the Warriors
season ending loss to Mankato State
University Saturday.
"We've gotten great leadership
from the seniors all year," Smith

•0
OPEN AT 11:00
TRY IT FOR LUNCH
NOW FEATURING CHARBROILED FOOD
BOWERS.
NEMElit

"Make Your Every Holiday
Wish Come True"

CHRISTMAS CARDS
By Recycled Paper Products
Clip &Save
GOOD FOR 15% Off
19

Plaza East

W L
8 0
7 1
5 2
5 2
5 4
5 4
3 4
2 7
1 7
0 8

by Jim Kohner

Kim Johnson's interception for the Uffdas stopped a drive by the Hang
Loose Boys, but Uffdas returned the favor two plays later.

qn

3
5
4
4
5
8
8

Uffda!
Hang Loose Boys
Beaten

continued, praising the work of the
WSU captain-linebacker Brian Ihde,
quarterback Tom Kearly, safety
Scott Meisel, and offensive guard
Mike Haas.
The graduation process will
probably hurt the Warriors worse in
the defensive backfield. Besides
losing Meisel, gone also are Mike
Werden and Dan Schooley. The only
other defensive player lost is Ery
Basdon.
Offensively the Warriors lose
three backfield players (Kearly and
halfbacks Larry Wright and Dave
Shrum), three linemen (Mark Warner, Pete Szymanski, and Hass),
two receivers (Brad Barber and
John Surrency) and punter Vince
Meyer.

Piccadilly, LTD

5
3
2
2
1
1
0

Pepe'Le Pews
Austin Kraft
Stouffer's Loafers
Rush II
Wild Crazies
Chosen Few
Kraig Howes

5:00 LEAGUE
Wackers
Brothers College Inn
Vasquilados
High Rollers
Waivers
Blossoms
W L 619 Main Men
9 0 Vets Club
7 1 Pickwick Potatoes
7 2 Lynchmob

Senior Gridders
Lead Rebuilding Process
by Mike Killeen
Assistant Sports Editor

kept the team out of first place, but
the Hang Loose Boys are still a team
to be reckoned with.
Among the other teams that have
good chances of winning the playoffs
include the Uffdas (9-0), Anigav
(7-0), Odd Squad (7-1), Head (7-2)
and the Brothers College Inn (7-1).

BRAINIURSIM

ZELI SANDWICHES

wires

S A Uk

k RA U T

MAK FOES
TOSOMMOIRS amasivaiwom Efirentill
YOUR FAVORITE
BEER, WINES & LIQUORS

Damn Foam

The Uffdas beat the Hang Loose
Boys 7-0 in a battle of unbeatens last
Wednesday in the final regular
season game of the men's intramural flag football league. Both
teams will advance to the playoffs,
which started yesterday.
The Uffdas scored the only points
of the game the first time they had
the ball. Uffdas quarterback John
Dalesandro ran 20 yards down to
the 15-yard line. On the next play,
Dalesandro hit Glen Edie for a
15-yard touchdown pass. Rob Fatchett caught the conversion pass
from Dalesandro, giving the Uffdas
their 7-0 lead.
Late in the first half, the Hang
Loose Boys got to their own 38-yard
line, but quarterback EdO'Donnell's pass was intercepted by
Kim Johnson on the 30, giving the
Uffdas one more chance to score.
On the first play, Dalesandro hit
Johnson for 22 yards. But on the last
play of the half, O'Donnell intercepted Dalesandro's pass in the end
zone to stop the threat.
On their first possession of the
second half, the Uffdas got all the
way down to the 5-yard line, but a
15-yard penalty put them back on
the 20. A 8-yard run by Larry Kerr
put the ball on the 12. On third and
fourth down, O'Donnell knocked
down two Dalesandro passes in the
end zone to end the scoring threat.
The rest of the half was
dominated by the Uffda defense.
They didn't allow the Hang Loose
Boys offense past midfield all half,
preserving the 7-0 win for their
team.
Johnson, Phil Betenburg, and
John Hotzfield all had fine defensive
performances for the Uffdas, as did
O'Donnell and Lynn Hagberg for
the Hang Loose Boys.
Other members of Uffdas unbeaten team include Bill Taft, Jim
Knowle, Mike Konnely, Mike
Stoner, and Breck Dokken.
CLASSIFIED ADS
FREE ADVERTISING
FOR W.S.U. STUDENTS
UP TO ONE COLUMN INCH
Quality Brand Name Speakers!
Prices to fit all budgets. Call
452-4007 — Ask for Nipper.
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Meet The Winona Merchants
Association
They Make Shopping Fun
'COUPON

:WITH THIS COUPON
-

79 Plaza
West

rte

WINONA LARGEST AND 10Viiiwi' Riii;UICIO 'STORE

000

MENS-WOMENS-BOYS
OFF

NMI
vs4

• No Limits — Buy as many as you like

Imum
lesser value for

Allen's Shoes
69 Plaza West Downtown-Winona

$3.00

OFF ANY SHOE OR
BOOT IN STOCK

• MUST PRESENT COUPON
TO RECEIVE DISCOUNT

LIGHT 'N
BAR
BLUES

UEEN

"CIRRUS"

JOHN

FREE ADMISSION

HOLM

NOW: 3.99

FRI-SAT: NOV. 17,18

will be

with this coupon

here

GOOD THRU FRIDAY
NOV. 17 WITH
COUPON ONLY

TUES.-14th

Mississippi

ueen

WED.-15th

Offer Good
Mon-Thurs. Nov. 13-16

HEMMINGISmusi.
103 PLAZA EAST

Showing of Phylaver
Enamels
PHYL WILL BE AT THE GALLERY FROM
12-2 PM EVERY DAY THIS WEEK TO
DISCUSS HER WORK

CELLAR STONEWARE
(PROFESSIONALLY CRAFTED ITEMS)
CORNER OF 3rd & MAIN PH: 454-1639

Family
Restaurant

off any basket
30°/0 WITH
THIS COUPON

Soft-frozen Yogurt is back! !
Drive-in Service Boysenberry-Strawberry
Open Year Round Coupon expires 11/22/78

"Between 2nd &

THURS.-16th,

Center

3rd on Johnson"
Downtown Winona

CARISCH THEATRES
MONDAY
STATE

170 JOHNSON

454-4414

COUPON

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

LIST: 6.98

REG. 4.50

COUPON EXPIRES 11/18/78

ISSISSIPPI

JOHNNY
HOLM
Tenderloin
Steak

receive

COUPON"--------- ---- -------------..1

OFF

WITH THIS COUPON

2.99

• Mix or match items
• Must present coupon to
discount
Coupon Exp. 11/18/78

• Buy any one of these items at reg. price
and receive a second item of equal or

ANY TURNTABLE PURCHASE
WITH THIS COUPON-INCLUDES
ALL TURNTABLES IN STOCK

WITH
COUPON

Downtown
Winona

•ANY SHIRTS SWEATERS TOPS BLOUSES

AMALGAMATED AUDIO LOD.
Ph. 452-1965

Allen's Fashions

IS
LADIES

NIGHT LADES
CINEMA

452-4172

685 WEST5TH ST. 452-4172

7:15 _9:30 GOLDIE HAWN. CH EVY CHASE

(PG)

loo

ADMITTED FOR

in

"FOUL PLAY"

in
W AmYA R s ends
FE DUNAWAY

7:30

9:30

(R) "EYES OF

Th U

rs

Clip: With this ad one person will get in FREE with each paid
adult admission. Good Tues. & Wed. (Nov. 14-15 only)

BROTHERS
COLLEGE INN
Deep Dish
Pizza
Spaghetti
Sandwiches

FREE

COKE WITH EVERY

"DEEP DISH PIZZA"

Salad Bar
Daily Lunches With this coupon
Cold Beer On Tap

OPEN 11 AM to 1 AM
SUNDAY 4 PM to 12 MIDNIGHT

Delivery Service

I 452-7864
151 E. 3rd ST. WINONA

